Building is fucked up

The new athletic center (so be completed in 1980, I mean 1981, I mean, 1982... is apparently going to have space for thousands of people, and adequate fire exits for half an amusement. This refers to six by way of a prestigious newspaper on our campus. (If I do not say which since their business manager would love to have me sued for libel.) The Rock (whose) run this no doubt important news on the front page. It is disappointing that their fine reporters overlooked an ever so minute comment filling the heraldic sports complex.

After all, the number of people the center will be able to accom- modate is a trivial piece of information that affords only a minute portion of the MIT population. So there will be limited access to sports events. How do students actually go to these, jock displays anyhow? No graduating students will be permitted fewer guests at their ceremonies. How many students actually graduated? (Spot counts around those inhabitants of the fourth floor of the Student Center reveal a small number).

No, the capacity of the Athletic Center is a most important only to the architect. What is truly deviating is the sheer size and placement of the community. Why, the damn thing is going to block the sun! Told you.

Don't let this happen! We can stop them. All it takes is some of the elected students, elected to stop the first use of force and persuasion. We will demand that the Center will provide just enough space to place the number of seats at the meetings. An element of great beauty will be lost to all those who use the Student Center.

With Keogh last in future generations, the main auditorium for MIT events is now the Sala de Puerto Rico. As the days became longer and the sun sets at a later hour, hundreds of people would have been crowded in that room observing the awe-inspiring last rays of our life- long beauty will be lost.

The reach (whoops) since the monstrosity. Why, the damn thing is going to block a portion of the MIT population. So there will be limited access to sports events. How many students actually graduate? (Spot counts even more campus-shattering failing of the heralded sports complex.
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Letter written by a moron

To the Editor:

In light of the fact that this publication is traditionally the sounding board for the publicly aware, and therefore exists to ensure that we who dare to care, to hope and many doubts that we will be heard. I continue to read in your sister rag The Rock from time to time this incredible rambling mishmash. Talking heads, scribbler, scribbler, right-wing hawks with suicidal tendencies, beguiling. Well, we all do know these things. And I'm pretty sure I'm right.

I finally licked my acne, l1

Please! I mean all of us on the campus. Speaking for the Committee for Social Betterment, I would like to put in two cents for the sake of the species. As usual, we demand equal time.

How can the free press claim that there is censorship on this cam- pus? I've never been harassed in all my years here. In fact, I'm pretty darned bored. I sit in my room every night in McGinnog F ac- tory. I keep hoping that someone will come around me! I'm going to

In the Focus!

Nurd wants woman

To the Editor:

Well folks, again the administration has released one of its biannual reports on sexual activity on campus. Speaking for the Com- mittee for Social Betterment, I would like to put in one of the two cents for the sake of the species. As usual, we demand equal time.

How can the free press claim that there is censorship on this cam- pus? I've never been harassed in all my years here. In fact, I'm pretty darned bored. I sit in my room every night in McGinnog F ac- tory. I keep hoping that someone will come around me! I'm going to

In the Focus!

Rambling religious dog whip

To the Editor:

I am writing to express my amazement at the recent plethora of slamming of Fisher's $50,000 reserve fund. I will ignore the spurious idea that this fund was specifically set up to be kept out of the hands of those even remotely connected with Fisher Board members of the fund's existence and purpose; that everyone even remotely connected with Fisher Board members of the fund's existence and purpose; that everyone even remotely connected with Fisher Board members of the fund's existence and purpose.
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